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Yun Xuan 

Not sure if I like my potatoes mashed by someone’s hands... 
Honestly, a potato masher would do for me. 

“Hand-mashed Potatoes” 
“Hand-mashed Potatoes” 



Phuong 

 

‘forever’ or ‘for the betterment of humanity’? 

with the former (forever) the battery becomes sinister! 



Annabelle Chua 

 

We know he can swim, but.... 



Annabelle Chua 

 

supernatural = super + natural 
superhuman = super + human 

A bound morpheme has been liberated! 
But what does it mean? 

folk etymology or reanalysis  



Xian Cher 

 

But I thought cross over was a troponym of walk! 



Xian Cher 

 

This programme is totally unique or  
(imperative) do not like any other programmes! 



Comments on the Assignment 

• think of your toy language as a patchwork of 
elements from other languages (the more the 
better): do not just draw ideas from one language! 

• semantic properties = elements of your language 
with meaning (lexical items, grammatical 
morphemes, etc.) 



Comments on the Assignment 

• interesting constraints on lexical encoding: 

– languages are more likely to collapse objects at taxonomic 
levels into a single lexical item than objects which share 
some thematic relation 

 
sharp objects 

needle stake skewer pin 

sowing objects 

needle thread spool 

taxonomic relations thematic relations 

these will tend to be given 
independent lexical items 

these are susceptible to  
being merged lexically 

(e.g., imagine if English had a word 
snerp that meant all of these things) 

so it would be somewhat ridiculous 
if a language did this.... 



Comments on the Assignment 

• interesting constraints on lexical encoding: 

– languages tend to encode long term rather than short 
term properties of entities 

• species, sex, life periods, age,... 

 

 

deer 

fawn 

sproog 

life period is a plausible property for  
languages to lexically encode 

jumping into the water is a ridiculous thing  
for a language to lexically encode 
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Referential/Denotational 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Meaning = putting words into 
relationship with the world 

Different Views on Meaning 

speaker 

expression 

referent 

Representational 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Meaning = the world interpreted 
through the concepts bound to 
our language (“cognitive view”) 

speaker 

expression 

referent 

concept 

say 
say 

mediate 

refer 

form 

denote 

extension extension 

refer 
denote 



Meaning in the Mind 

Mental images have been suggested as the 
means by which the mind represents meaning 

• everyone’s images are different 

• some images are difficult to form (more abstract 
concepts like purgatory or duty) 

• what is the image of all cakes or all hogs? 

cake hog pikachu 



Necessary and Sufficient Conditions 

Definition by stating the conditions which determine 
when something fits the concept or not 

• Example: rooster (attempt 1) 

– is an animal 

– bipedal 

– has feathers 

– is male 

– mates with chickens 

– says cockadoodledoo? 

cockadoodledoo! 

Which ones are truly necessary and how do we know when we have 
a sufficient amount of these conditions? 



Prototypes 

Concepts are collections of (experienced) examples of a given 
class organized around a prototype, the salient, central exemplar 
of that class 

 
oy! I’m starting to 

get disturbed... 
These are fish? 

giant ocean sunfish 

goblin shark 

blob fish 



Conceptual Network 

Concepts are linked by properties and form 
hierarchies of inheritance of these properties 

 



Dynamic Construal 

Mental process of online meaning construction 

 conceptual content 
“purport” 

 
 
 
 

word 
dog 

Context 
 
 
 
 

meaning 
dog = that robot 



Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis 

 

 

 

People live in a reality constructed by language: 

• strong: language determines thought and that linguistic 
categories limit and determine cognitive categories 

• weak: linguistic categories and usage influence thought and 
certain kinds of non-linguistic behaviour 

The worlds in which different societies live are distinct worlds, 
not merely the same world with different labels attached. 

Sapir (1949: 162) 

The terms ”Strong/Weak Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis” is 
widely used even though Edward Sapir and Benjamin Lee 
Whorf never co-authored anything and never stated 
their ideas in terms of a hypothesis let alone with two 
versions. 



Bloomfield’s Definition 

A word, then, is a free form, which does not 
consist entirely of (two or more) lesser free 
forms; in brief, a word is a minimum free form. 

Bloomfield (1984: 178) 

A picture of bloom field 



word 
 
 

 

One Word, Many Meanings 

Multiple lexemes can map onto a single phonological 
(or orthographic) word  

Homonymy 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Multiple completely different and 
unrelated meanings encompassed by a 

single word form (phonological or 
orthographic) 

Polysemy 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Multiple subtly different but related 
meanings encompassed by a single 

word form (phonological or 
orthographic) 

word 
 
 

 



Ambiguity and Vagueness 

• Ambiguity: Two or more distinct interpretations 

• Vagueness: Precise meaning is unspecified 

ambiguity vagueness 

? 

which discrete meaning? 
e.g., river or financial bank? 

which precise meaning? 
e.g., big, but how big? 
X, but what type of X? 

 

? 



Tools for the S&P Toolbox! 

Tool #1: The ambiguity detector 
• Conjunction (with ellipsis for naturalness) 

– I study moles and John studies moles, too. 
• I study moles and John does so, too. 

– If the word is ambiguous, then changing the reading of the 
second conjunct is anomalous 

– If the word is only vague, then there is no anomaly 

I study moles and so does John. 

??? 

✔ 



Tools for the S&P Toolbox! 

Tool #1: The ambiguity detector 
• Conjunction (with ellipsis for naturalness) 

– I study moles and John studies moles, too. 
• I study moles and John does so, too. 

– If the word is ambiguous, then changing the reading of the 
second conjunct is anomalous 

– If the word is only vague, then there is no anomaly 
 

I study secretaries and so does John. 

✔ 

female male 
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Lexical Semantics 

The goal is to represent the meaning of words (for the 
most part) and show how the meanings are related 

• The study of the sense of words and their sense/lexical 
relations or intentional properties 

 

 
The World 

Language System 
word A 

word B 

word C 

sense relations 

entity A entity B 

entity C 
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Sense Relations 

Words (and concepts) are related in many ways 

• domain (lexical field), thematic relations  

• synonymy and antonymy 

• meronymy and holonymy 

– member-collection 

– portion-mass 

– element-substance 

• hyponymy and hypernymy 

 



Sense Relations 

Word meaning can be thought of as a semantic network  

fur is a meronym of cat vertebra is a meronym of mammal 

fur is a meronym of bear 

fish is a hyponym of 
animal 

whale is a hyponym of 
mammal is a hyponym 
of animal 

bear is a hyponym of 
mammal is a hyponym 
of animal 

animal is a hypernym of 
fish, mammal, bear, whale... 



Organization of the Network 

• taxonymy: inclusion/set relationships 

• lexical fields: domains of knowledge 

• part-whole relationships 

• derivational relations (in the sense of morphology)  

 



Domain (Lexical Field) 

Domains of knowledge (medicine, sports, linguistics, 
etc.) have both unique lexical items and special senses 
of common words 

 
• Example: 

– extension (noun) 

1. the making longer or prolongation of something 

2. Linguistics, Philosophy, Psychology the set or class of 
entities denoted by a referring expression 

thematic relations 



Domain (Lexical Field) 

• The conceptual space invoked by a particular 
meaning 

• Example: driver 

– driver1: operator of a motor vehicle 

– driver2: someone who controls animals to pull vehicles 

– driver3: a golf club (a wood) used for long shots 

 



Synonymy 

A relationship of meaning identity between different 
phonological words 

• Examples 

– begin/start/commence 

– end/finish 

– sofa/couch 



Synonymy 

A relationship of meaning identity between different 
phonological words 

• true/exact/absolute synonyms are rare because most words 
have different distributions (contextual meanings) 

– dialect: American & Canadian dude/ British bloke ‘man’ 

– register: this movie sucks / this movie is atrocious 

– sentiment/attitude (connotation!): childlike vs. childish 

• traditionally applies only to lexical items of the same word 
class but pairs like can vs be able to suggest otherwise 

• ≈ converse of polysemy  

 

 

 

 

polysemy: one form with many (related) meanings 

synonymy: one meaning with many (different) forms 



Synonymy 

Synonyms are substitutable in some/most rather than all 
contexts 
 
 
 

 
Permissible differentiation via clarification: 
• grain vs. granule; (compare with nonsynonymous green vs. 

purple and alsation vs. spaniel) 
– Here is a grain, or granule, of the substance. 
– ?The cover is green, or, that is to say purple. 

• and contrast: 
– Here is a grain or, more exactly, granule 
– ?He likes alsations, or more exactly, spaniels 

 

synonyms share “common traits” or attributional overlap,  
walking the fine line between “necessary resemblances”  

and “permissible differences” 



Antonymy 

Opposite or specially contrasting meanings held by 
different phonological words 

• simple/complementary/binary pairs: two-term classification 
and the positive of one implies the negative of the other 

– dead/alive (dead implies not alive)  

– pass/fail (passed implies not failed) 



Antonymy 

Opposite or specially contrasting meanings held by 
different phonological words 

• gradable: words marking extreme points along a parameter 
(big/small, young/old) the positive of one does not 
necessarily imply the negative of the other 
– terms may fall on a continuum (e.g. cold cool warm hot) 

– terms are usually relative 

• big mouse is much smaller than a small elephant 

– one term is more basic 

• How old are you?/?How young are you? 

 



Antonymy 

Opposite or specially contrasting meanings held by 
different phonological words 

• reverses:  opposite in direction or application of force 

– ascend/descend 

– push/pull 

– go/come (depends on “deitic” center) 

– knit/unravel 

– fill/empty 

– tie/untie 
 

More on deixis later! 

Note that true reversal of the process 
is not necessarily implied: the forwards and  
backwards processes can be quite different!  
(Think of tie/untie). 

An example of how language “compresses” meaning 



Antonymy 

Opposite or specially contrasting meanings held by 
different phonological words 

• converses: same relation from different viewpoints (and 
suitable for paraphrase) 

– above/below 

– mentor/mentee 

– I inherited a million mouse pads from my crazy uncle/My 
crazy uncle bequeathed to me a million mouse pads 

• taxonomic sisters: antonymy sometimes used to describe 
words at the same level of a taxonomy 

• Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/... 

• LMS/English/Chinese/... 

 



Taxonomic Relations 

Taxonomies give order to the universe! 

• Greek τάξις taxis ‘order’ and νόμος nomos ‘name’ 

• Key relations are hyponymy and hypernymy 

 tool 

shovel 
pick screwdriver 

snow  
shovel 

coal 
 shovel 

garden 
trowel 

hyponym of tool 

hypernym of shovel, pick, screwdriver... 

hyponym of shovel 

hypernym of  
coal shovel 



Hyponymy and Hypernymy 

An asymmetric semantic relations dealing with 
semantic inclusiveness 

• Hyponyms include the meaning of a more general word 

– coal shovel includes the meaning of shovel 

• Hypernyms are the more general word 

• Very pervasive principal of organization 

• Hierarchical in nature  

• Transitive: a dog is a type of mammal is a type of animal 

• Hypernymy-hyponymy is a vertical relationship 

• Taxonomic sisterhood (a type of antonymy) is a horizontal 
relationship 

 

 

 



Hyponymy and Hypernymy 

• Applies only to lexical items of the same part of speech  
• Not all nodes are lexicalized (lexical gap) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Can a word have multiple hypernyms? 
– tank is a military vehicle; is a type of tracked vehicle; 

is a type of armored vehicle; is a type of weapon 

 

neutral  
(hypernym) 

male female child 

sheep ram ewe lamb 
cow bull cow calf 

goose gander goose gosling 
snake 
horse stallion mare colt/filly 



Meronymy and Holonomy 

Part-whole relation between lexical items 

• Meronymy deals with parts (Greek μέρος meros, ‘part’ and 
ὄνομα onoma, ‘name’) 

• Holonomy deals with wholes (Greek ὅλον holon, ‘whole’) 

 

 

Speakers, especially those with expert knowledge,  
may vastly differ in their domain specific lexicon 



Meronymy and Holonomy 

Part-whole relation between lexical items 

• Only sometimes transitive 

– nail is a meronym of finger and hand (and finger is a 
meronym of hand) 

– pane is a meronym of window but not of room (even 
though window is a meronym of room) 

• Relations that seem similar to meronymy 

– member-collection 

– portion-mass 

but does an arm have nails? 



Meronymy and Holonymy 

• Member-collection 

– tree-forest 

– sheep-flock 

– book-library 

– member-band 

– student-class 

– fish-school 



Meronymy and Holonymy 

• Portion-Mass 

– drop-liquid 

– grain-sand/salt/truth 

– sheet/ream-paper 

– lump-coal (or most anything, e.g., rooster) 

– strand-hair 

• Similar to classifiers in Bahasa M/I (but not identical!) 

– ekor ‘tail’-animal 

– orang ‘human’-person 



Derivational Relations 

Sense relations between words which are based on links 
of derivational morphology  

• state/inchoative/causative: A derivational relation between 
one word for a state (state), one for a change of that state 
(inchoative), and one for invoking the cause of the state 
(causative)  

– many different encodings in English 

• identical lexical items: open/open/open 

stative The door is open. 

inchoative  The door opens by itself. 

causative I open the door. ‘I caused the door to open.’ 

‘The door changed state  
from closed to open.’ 

‘The door is in the state of being open.’ 



Derivational Relations 

Sense relations between words which are based on links 
of derivational morphology  

• state/inchoative/causative: A derivational relation between 
one word for a state (state), one for a change of that state 
(inchoative), and one for invoking the cause of the state 
(causative)  

– many different encodings in English 

• identical lexical items: open/open/open 

• inflected state: closed/close/close 

• derived inchoative and causative: ripe/ripen/ripen 

• can be gaps: rich/?enriching/enrich 

• unique lexical items: dead/die/kill 



Derivational Relations 

Sense relations between words which are based on links 
of derivational morphology  

• agentive nouns: derivation by -er/-or to invoke an entity that 
performs the action of the verb 

– typically derived from verbs 

• kill  killer 

• beat  beater 

– many exceptions  

• derivation from noun: boat  boater 

• non-transparent meaning: undertake  undertaker 

• not all verbs can be derived using these suffixes 

– depend  *depender (dependant) 
 

 

 

 



Broken Blackberry 

My Blackberry is not Working, The One Ronnie, BBC One  



Dead Parrot 

Dead Parrot Sketch, Monty Python’s Flying Circus, Episode 8, BBC1  



• be dead, be demised, be deceased, pass on, be no  

more, cease to be, expire, go to meet one’s maker,  

be a stiff, be bereft of life, rest in peace, push up the  

daisies, one’s metabolic processes are now history, 

be off the twig, kicked the bucket, shuffle off this 

mortal coil, ring down the curtain, join the choir 

invisible, be an ex-parrot 

Synonyms for dead parrot 
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Journey to the Logical Core 

 

pragmatic core: “context” 

semantic core: “meaning” 

logical core: “truth” 

co
n

cr
et

en
es

s 

utterances 

propositions 

sentences 
We are now going to begin 
characterizing aspects of  
sentence meaning 



The Nature of Truth 

Statements can be judged by their relation to the facts 
of the world 

• good correspondence = true statement 

• bad correspondence = false statement 

 The baboon birthday cake 
has eight candles. 

The baboon birthday cake 
has no candles. 

FALSE! TRUE! 

We are capable of evaluating the truth value of statements 



The Nature of Truth 

Statements can also be judged according to their own 
internal logic arising from the words they contain 

• tautologies: necessarily true but uninformative 
– God is God. 

– Blue chickens are blue. 

– He is alive or he is not alive.  
Note: here we have multiple senses of tautology, which relate to lexical field (domain/theme)  
differences between LOGIC (Philosophy) and formal semantics (and grammar). In LOGIC,  
the term is more strictly applied to compound propositions (formulae) which are always true  
under any truth valuation of their constituent propositions. For example, (p ∨ ¬p) (e.g., the  
frog is alive or the frog is not alive) (We’ll learn more about this next week!): such a formula 
is always true and hence called a tautology. In this class (and formal semantics / grammar),  
we are less restrictive and apply tautology more widely, such as in the examples above (also  
see Saeed, 2009: p. 80). Such examples have redundant meaning and are consistent with  
Saeed’s definition of tautology “[a sentence that] is automatically true by virtue of its own  
meaning, but informationally empty” (p. 81). Since this is not a logic class, we will be content  
with the broader sense of tautology. (Thank you to the student who pointed this difference 
in senses out to me.  :o)  You’ve earned some candy---So take some next class!) 

A tautology in the stricter sense (from LOGIC) 



The Nature of Truth 

Statements can also be judged according to their own 
internal logic arising from the words they contain 

• tautologies: necessarily true but uninformative 

– God is God. 

– Blue chickens are blue. 

– He is alive or he is not alive.  

• contradictions: necessarily false because of self-inconsistency 

– That liar over there always tells the truth. 

– He used the stick but he didn’t use the stick. 

 

 



The Nature of Truth 

There are many different perspectives on the 
nature of truth 

 

 

a priori a posteriori 

necessary contingent 

analytic synthetic 

ontological: 
what is the reality like? 

epistemological: 
what do we know? 

semantic: 
how sentence internal 
relations govern truth  



The Nature of Truth 

There are many different perspectives on the 
nature of truth 

 

 

 

Either he’s still alive or he’s dead. 

necessarily true (tautology) 

?He was killed by a crow but he is still alive. 

necessarily false (contradiction) 

The dodo is extinct. 

contingent (can be contradicted, depends on facts) 

ontological 



The Nature of Truth 

There are many different perspectives on the 
nature of truth 

 

 

 

Either he’s still alive or he’s dead. 

a prior true (we know without examining the world) 

?He was killed by a crow but he is still alive. 

a priori false (we know without examining the world)  

The dodo is extinct. 

a posteriori (need to test this empirically) 

epistemological 



The Nature of Truth 

There are many different perspectives on the 
nature of truth 

 

 

 

Either he’s still alive or he’s dead. 

analytically true (by virtue of sentence components) 

?He was killed by a crow but he is still alive. 

analytically false (by virtue of sentence components) 

The dodo is extinct. 

synthetically true (accords with the facts of the world) 

semantic 



The Nature of Truth 

There are many different perspectives on the 
nature of truth 

 

 

 

The Morning Star is the Evening Star. 

necessarily true (tautology) 

not a priori true (you may not know 
what either of these refer to - Venus) 

analytically true (Morning Star and 
Evening Star are synonymous with Venus) 



Formal Semantics 

A way to characterize the meaning of sentences by 
appealing to logic and by representing the semantic 
structure of sentences in a content-independent way 
that can be generally and mechanistically applied. 

1) translate from natural language (e.g., English) into a logical 
language with explicitly defined syntax and semantics 

2) construct a mathematical model (e.g., based on set theory) 
of the situations the language describes 

3) develop a set of procedures to check the mapping between 
the expressions of the logical language and the modeled 
situations 

We are really only going to worry about (1): Please 
feel free to read Ch 10.4 if you are curious for more! 



Propositions and Predicates 

Proposition: Truth-conditional abstraction over sentences 

• Example 

– I ate the fish.  

– The fish was eaten by me.  

– It was I that ate the fish. 

• All have the same truth-conditions if the reference is 
consistent 

– If one is true, then they all are true 

– If one is false, then they all are false 

Strictly speaking only propositions not sentences  
or utterances are considered to have truth conditions 



Propositions and Predicates 

Predicate: 

• Predicate1: the part of the sentence which says something 
about the subject, this includes the verb and its complements 

• Predicate2: relations/functions over arguments which can... 

– assign a property to a single argument 

– relate two or more arguments to each other 

 
Gottlob Frege 

Warning! Two senses in the context of linguistics!!! 

The Bard smiled. 

Hank ate the snail. 

Shirley made her duck.  

1-place predicate:  
(monovalent) 

2-place predicate: 
(divalent)  

3-place predicate:  
(trivalent) 

smile(The Bard) 

eat(Hank, the snail) 

make(Shirley, her, duck) 

predicate arguments 

Sentence Logical Form 


